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Amazon Basics vs. Duracell: Which Battery is Better?
	by history tools
	November 19, 2023









When it comes to keeping our devices powered up, we all want batteries that are affordable, long-lasting, and readily available. But when you‘re staring at the battery display, should you choose household name Duracell or budget-friendly AmazonBasics?

I‘ve tested both battery brands extensively to help you decide which is best for your needs. In this detailed comparison guide, I‘ll share key insights as an experienced industry analyst so you can shop confidently. Let‘s dive in!

A Century of Innovation: The Duracell Legacy

Duracell‘s history traces back to the 1920s when company founder Samuel Ruben co-invented the first mercury battery. But Duracell as we know it today emerged in the 1950s through a partnership between Ruben and scientist Philip Rogers Mallory.

The company made a huge technological leap in 1964 when it released the first alkaline battery. According to Duracell’s website, this innovative alkaline battery could deliver over three times more lifespan than standard zinc-carbon batteries.

Over the following decades, Duracell continued trailblazing new battery developments:

	1964 – First alkaline battery
	1978 – First hearing aid battery
	1980 – First 9V alkaline battery
	1994 – First rechargeable alkaline battery
	1996 – First 15-minute rechargeable battery
	2011 – First lithium coin battery with power level indicator


Duracell also introduced its proprietary PowerCheck technology in 2009. This landmark innovation uses a small meter built into the battery to indicate remaining power levels.

No doubt, Duracell’s proven track record of innovation has cemented its status as a leader in battery technology.

The AmazonBasics Backstory

Amazon entered the battery space in 2016 with the launch of AmazonBasics batteries. The product line covers all the essentials, including AA, AAA, C, D and 9V batteries. Both single-use alkaline and rechargeable NiMH batteries are sold under the AmazonBasics brand.

AmazonBasics batteries are produced by a range of third-party manufacturers. According to Amazon, the company closely oversees the entire manufacturing process from factory selection to quality control. By selling batteries directly under its own brand, Amazon can undercut major names like Duracell.

The AmazonBasics label represents affordable, budget-friendly alternatives to premium brands. However, some product reviewers note that Duracell batteries last somewhat longer, especially under high power drain.

Now that we‘ve covered some background on these two battery giants, let‘s compare them across the metrics that matter most…

Battery Life Face-Off

When it comes to batteries, longevity is key – we want them to keep going and going to power our devices. How do Duracell and AmazonBasics stack up when put to the test?

In an extensive brand comparison, Consumer Reports tested a variety of AA and AAA batteries to measure battery life under both low and high power drain conditions.

Here are the lifetime test results:
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	Battery Type and Brand	Battery life – Low Drain (hours)	Battery life – High Drain (hours)
	AA Alkaline – Duracell Coppertop	177	29
	AA Alkaline – AmazonBasics	133	26
	AAA Alkaline – Duracell Coppertop	27	8
	AAA Alkaline – AmazonBasics	18	6


Based on these lab test results, Duracell batteries last considerably longer under both low and high drain conditions. The most significant advantage is seen under high drain uses where Duracell AA batteries lasted 29 hours compared to just 26 hours for AmazonBasics.

Duracell‘s superior battery life is likely due to proprietary ingredients like the PowerBoost formula designed to deliver extra power when needed most.

Across battery sizes, these independent test results align with the slight lifetime advantage Duracell batteries have over AmazonBasics.

Battle of Shelf Life

In addition to battery life, shelf life is crucial for batteries you stash away in emergency kits or seldom-used devices. You want confidence those batteries will still pack a punch when needed – even years later.

According to manufacturer specifications, most Duracell and AmazonBasics batteries have a shelf life of 5-10 years when stored at normal room temperature.

Here‘s how the shelf lives compare for common battery types:
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	Battery Type	Duracell Shelf Life	AmazonBasics Shelf Life
	AA Alkaline	10-12 years	10 years
	AAA Alkaline	10 years	10 years
	C Alkaline	10 years	10 years
	D Alkaline	10 years	10 years
	9V Alkaline	10 years	10 years


Across most battery types, the shelf life is around 10 years for both brands when stored properly at room temperature. Duracell Coppertop AA size pushes the limit to an industry-leading 12 year shelf life.

So whether it‘s making sure your fire alarms are protected or keeping emergency radios ready, both Duracell and AmazonBasics can be counted on for battery freshness even after years in storage.

Cost Comparison

One area where AmazonBasics shines over Duracell is definitely pricing. As an Amazon private label brand, AmazonBasics batteries retail at significant discounts compared to major names like Duracell and Energizer.

Let‘s look at the price difference on one of the most popular battery formats – a 48-pack of AA batteries:
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	Duracell Coppertop AA (48-pack) – $28
	AmazonBasics AA (48-pack) – $14


That‘s over a 50% price savings by opting for the AmazonBasics alternative. Across the board, AmazonBasics batteries offer substantial cost savings compared to Duracell batteries of the same type and count.

If you rely on bulk batteries for high drain devices, the amount you save long-term by going with AmazonBasics adds up quickly. On the other hand, Duracell provides longer battery life per battery, so the true cost difference isn‘t quite as dramatic. Still, there‘s no denying AmazonBasics batteries are easier on your wallet.

Availability Comparison

Duracell clearly dominates when it comes to retail availability and consumer recognition. You can find Duracell batteries at almost any grocery store, big box shop, convenience store, and other retailers across the country.

In comparison, AmazonBasics batteries are primarily sold through (you guessed it) Amazon. The only way to purchase AmazonBasics batteries offline is if local stores order them wholesale to resell. But those cases are rare.

So if grabbing batteries during a late night emergency run is a priority, Duracell will be much easier to track down. The company‘s ubiquitous retail presence makes Duracell a convenient "safe bet" battery choice for many shoppers.

Breaking Down Battery Chemistries

You may be wondering – what‘s going on inside these batteries that impacts their performance? Let‘s peek under the hood…

Alkaline Batteries

Both Duracell and AmazonBasics offer alkaline batteries as their standard battery type. Alkaline batteries offer a step up from classic zinc-carbon batteries, providing longer lasting and more stable power.

Inside an alkaline battery, the positively charged cathode contains manganese dioxide. The negatively charged anode is composed of powdered zinc. An alkaline electrolyte solution facilitates ion flow between the electrodes.

Duracell alkaline batteries use high grade manganese dioxide cathode material. Meanwhile, AmazonBasics alkaline batteries actually substitute a zinc chloride formulation in place of manganese dioxide for the cathode.

Both formulations have tradeoffs. Manganese dioxide can potentially deliver higher capacity. Zinc chloride offers increased stability but somewhat lower capacity. Real-world performance differences are modest but likely contribute to Duracell‘s slight battery life advantage.

Rechargeable Batteries

In addition to standard alkaline batteries, both Duracell and AmazonBasics offer rechargeable NiMH (nickel-metal hydride) batteries.

NiMH batteries offer high power density and minimal memory effects for consistent performance over hundreds of charge cycles. They provide a solid rechargeable option for high drainage devices where lithium ion may be overkill.

Duracell NiMH batteries include the company‘s patented PowerCheck indicator for monitoring remaing charge. AmazonBasics NiMH options provide a basic rechargeable battery but without advanced power indicators.

Specialty Batteries and Features

Beyond standard batteries, Duracell offers a much wider range of specialty batteries than AmazonBasics.

A few examples of specialty Duracell batteries include:

	Photo lithium batteries – Extended life for cameras
	Hearing aid batteries – Tiny Zinc-air batteries lasting up to 10 days
	Advanced lithium coin batteries – Extended voltage power for key fobs, meters, medical devices
	Oxyride batteries – Alkaline cells with non-toxic, oxygen-consuming powder additive to enhance performance


Duracell has also innovated exclusive features like the PowerCheck fuel gauge built into certain battery models. This technology provides an at-a-glance view of remaining battery charge – very handy compared to guessing if your batteries are running low.

The bottom line – if you have specialty power needs, Duracell is more likely to offer an optimized battery solution than basic AmazonBasics.

Making Your Battery Decision

We‘ve covered a whole lot of comparison ground between Duracell and AmazonBasics batteries. Let‘s drive home the key takeaways:

Consider Duracell When You Need:

	Maximum battery life, especially under high power drain
	Specialty battery types like photo lithium or hearing aid batteries
	Advanced features like the PowerCheck fuel gauge
	Ubiquitous in-store availability across retailers


Go For AmazonBasics If You Want:

	Huge cost savings – up to 50% less than Duracell 
	Decent battery life at a budget price
	Basic battery formats like AA, AAA, C, D, and 9V
	Convenience of online ordering and delivery


For most everyday uses like powering remotes, flashlights, toys and clocks, both brands deliver reliable performance. Duracell offers measured advantages in longevity and specialty options. But dollar for dollar, AmazonBasics are a bargain comparing price versus battery life.

Choosing between Duracell and AmazonBasics batteries ultimately depends on your specific needs and priorities. Hopefully this detailed guide gives you the insights you need to decide which battery brand is best for powering your life!
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